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  OVERVIEW 



“That’s Gold” moments are all around us, every day. Everyone can 
have one, just like everyone can have a Coke. The trouble is that we 
don’t always recognize these gold moments, or our own potential to 

create them. 
 

In 2016, we’ll start a movement that drives shoppers to purchase 
Coke by unlocking tangible #thatsgold experiences for mom and her 

teens to enjoy and share. 

COKE AND EVERYDAY GOLD 
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 PUBLIX CUSTOMER PATHWAY 



              PUBLIX SHOPPER NEEDS 

SHOPPER NEEDS 

AS A COKE DRINKER (who purchases most): 
•  Busy, on-the-go Millennials who are looking for 

immediacy, efficiency, engagement and 
authenticity 

•  Value and convenience seekers 

•  Over-indexes for interest in Olympics 

AS A RETAIL SHOPPER (consumer target): 
•  She is the primary grocery shopper, responsible 

for Grab & Go shoppers (short on time) 

•  She looks for a wide selection of high quality items 
in a place that has great customer service, 
provides ease of shopping, and a desirable 
shopping experience 

PUBLIX TRIP MISSION AND BEHAVIORS: 
•  Grab and go needs driven by beverage and food—

50% of her G&GH trips include a beverage 

•  Her time is limited and she picks up an average of 
only 5 items—57% trips are less than 15 minutes 

•  Leverages digital technology to find deals and to 
plan ahead  
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POWER OF MANY BRANDS WITH COKE 

KELLOGG’S 

P&G 

COKE 

SMUCKERS MISSION: 

“For more than a century, Smucker’s 
has been helping to make family meals 
more memorable.”   

P&G MISSION:  

“P&G is made of many individual brands, 
each serving customers in different ways
—but all with a focus on making peoples’ 
lives a little easier. ” 

KELLOGG’S MISSION: 
 
“Your Best Starts With Breakfast. 
For more than 100 years, we've 
worked passionately to help families 
be their best. And it all starts with 
breakfast. That's why we're always 
looking to provide new ways to 
make a positive impact on the 
people we touch every morning.” 

 

Creating  

Quality  

Memorable  

Experiences  

COKE RELEVANCE: 

“The brand stands for positivism. It 
not only refreshes you, it’s the 
catalyst that helps you to do 
something good. Coke, can inspire 
everyone to have his or her very 
own GOLD moment; you just have 
to act positively.” 

SMUCKERS 
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RETAIL STRATEGY:   
GRAB AND GO TRIP AT PUBLIX 
 

Occasion Needs 

Retailer 
Priorities 

Shopper Insight 

Brand 
Relevance 

Retail 
Strategy 

OCCASION NEED:  

•  Grab and Go trip designed to 
create meals at home  

 

 

BRAND RELEVANCE:  

•  The brand stands for 
positivity. Coke can inspire 
everyone to have his or her 
very own GOLD moment. 

 

SHOPPER INSIGHT:  

•  I count on my Publix because it 
provides me the convenience I 
need and has the brands, variety 
and quality I want for my family.  

 

RETAILER PRIORITIES: 

•  Providing extraordinary customer 
service and satisfying every shopper 
every visit 

•  Publix’s mission is to be the premier 
quality food retailer in the world 

•  Emphasizing cross-category interaction 
through the lens of health and wellness 

•  Communicating a clear value 
proposition that enhances the 
shopping experience 

•  Build the center store basket,  
and compete with discounters  
by building awareness/trial in  
center-store categories 

  

 

 Inspire mom to buy the 
brands she loves so she 
can create experiences 
that matter.   
 



  CREATIVE CONCEPTS 



Coca-Cola has been creating 
gold moments for 88 years. If 
we’ve learned anything in that 
time, it’s whether you’re young 
or old, The Olympic Games 
always create lasting memories 
and provide the perfect 
opportunity to celebrate with 
friends and family. 

Publix and Coca-Cola will not 
only bring you back in time to 
honor the past Olympics, they 
will help you with exciting, new 
ways to create even more Gold 
moments this year: meal and 
snack recipe suggestions with 
the brands you love, fun games 
and keepsakes you can hold 
onto well beyond Rio. 
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GOLD MOMENT TIME MACHINE–  
HOW IT WORKS 
PRE-STORE: 
Social: 
•  #TBTO (Throwback Thursday Olympics): Coke shares pivotal photo moments in 

Olympic history to inspire shoppers to create and post their “Gold moments”. 
Deliver OBBOs on Coke and POM brands to drive multiple purchases and Olympic 
excitement. 

•  “Vintify yourself”— similar to “Elf yourself,” shoppers can put their faces in 
memorable Olympic moments. 

IN-STORE:  
•  Cross-merchandise displays: Publix associates share their picks for their favorite 

“Gold moments”, call out their favorite brands and Olympic moments:  
o  Example: Jenny in Floral chooses Minute Maid, Kellogg’s and Nadia Comaneci

—“Mom woke us up early to watch gymnastics, and she even let us eat 
breakfast in our sleeping bags.”  

•  Aprons demo experience—Aprons associates take shoppers’ photos, “vintify” 
them and transfer them via Vaccu-form to a Coke can or aluminum Coke bottle to 
make it a one-of-a-kind Olympic item. 

POST-SHOP:  
•  #TBTO continued: continue to create this year’s gold moment by sharing pivotal 

Olympic moments in history. Deliver MyCokeRewards and OBBOs on Coke and 
partner brands to drive traffic back to store. 

•  “Vintify” mobile app:  shoppers upload a “Gold moment” photo, then scroll 
through Olympic poster style options from the 88 years of Coke partnership.  
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The five rings of the Olympic 
Games symbolize the world’s 
athletes coming together.  

Whether it’s getting together in the 
Olympic Village or watching the 
Games with family and friends, the 
experience of connecting with 
others is truly memorable. 

Publix and Coca-Cola will build on 
this same sense of community by 
helping you to create your own 
“village” with friends and family for 
the Games. It really can be as 
simple as connecting the people 
you love with all of the brands you 
love, and celebrating every “That’s 
Gold” moment together. 

 



IT TAKES A VILLAGE – HOW IT WORKS 

PRE-SHOP:  

•  Connect people in your “village”: Partner with Evite to create a digital hub on Publix.com and create your 
ultimate Olympic Party Planner. Publix and Evite can then offer meal/snack suggestions, recipe ideas, guest list 
opt-ins, an event countdown calendar, Publix associates’ party/food suggestions and OBBOs for partner brands. 

•  Run Publix banner ads on Evite, call out Coke and POM brands to reinforce “village” theme. 

IN-STORE: 

•  End caps are designed to be part of the Olympic Village and double as cross-merchandising display options. 

•  Buy more, get more: 

•  Like the Olympic rings connect, offers can “connect” the brands. For example, when shoppers buy Coke 
and Hershey’s products, they get MCR points, etc.  

•  Buy five partner products, offer a choice of an exclusively designed commemorative Olympic pin [for 
boomers] to be picked up in store. The Publix app can offer equally exclusive, but virtual pins. [for 
millennials]. 

•  Apron demos/cooking events can be Olympic-themed around different nationalities in the Village, with 
couponing on key ingredients. Offer Apron’s party planning resources to shoppers who want a more personal/
in-store touch.  

•  Associates are villagers, too – they can suggest pairings in store and submit recipe ideas for snack/mealtimes 
on Pinterest and Publix social media. 

POST-SHOP:   

•  When shoppers share their Olympic party pics, everyone they tag gets a virtual Olympic pin. Each virtual pin 
can deliver an offer to drive them back to store.  

•  People who prefer an actual Olympic pin can show it at checkout throughout the Games and get different POM 
offers each time.  
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RECAP AND RATIONALE 

IDEA 1: GOLD MOMENT TIME MACHINE 
•  Vintage “Throw-Back” approach appeals to all ages, from 

Millennials to Boomers 
•  Leverages unique, personal memories from Publix associates— 

the faces of why shopping at Publix is a pleasure 
•  Promotes distinctive, ownable value of Publix' Aprons program 
•  Harnesses the power and equity of Coke’s exclusive 88-year 

Olympic partnership 
 

IDEA 2: IT TAKES A VILLAGE 
•  Overarching message of “connection” and unity intrinsically 

supports POM pairings 
•  Leverages Publix.com to drive deeper shopper engagement 

during pre-shop stage 
•  Drives increased basket size through "Buy More/Get More" offers 
•  Use of digital and physical "pins" appeals to multi-generational 

Publix shoppers 



  NEXT STEPS 



NEXT STEPS	

•  Share feedback 
•  RD 2 Review 



THANK YOU 


